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UNDERSTANDING THE MODERN 
LOHMANN BROWN LAYER

With the modern-day Lohmann Layer 
producing more eggs than ever before and the 
increasing requirement for longer laying cycles; 

understanding the importance of  nutritional inputs to meet 
these demands has never been higher.

When speaking with many producers the phrase ‘you get 
out what you put in’ is often a comment that is made. With 
the increasing demand for eggs; longer laying cycles, egg 
grading profile and shell quality are all aspects that can assist 
in meeting this demand from the public and the packers, 
whilst also ensuring profitability for the producer when 
margins are tight.

Many producers will know what their birds eat and drink 
on a daily basis but do we fully appreciate the scale of  what 
the modern layer requires and subsequently the outputs she 
can perform from this.

To provide a context we have compared the modern layer 
to a human in both its inputs and outputs (see figures 1&2).

When looking at the inputs it is vital to remember that 
these are required every day! Could you put away 11 pizzas 
and 14 and-a-half  pints? This is what the modern layer must 
consume to meet egg-laying requirements. This comparison 
also shows why any slight issue with either feed or water can 
have a massive impact on the performance of  a flock.

But what about the eggs (the output) from the layer? ‘Egg 
size’ is the key phrase at the moment. One egg per day may 
not seem a lot but if  you look at the total potential output 
from a layer and make the same comparison as the inputs the 
results can make your eyes water (see figure 2)!

Like every sector in agriculture, poultry 
farmers are under increasing pressure to 
produce more with less. But what does that 
mean in real terms? How does it affect the 
birds? Adrian Marshall, Lohmann GB’s 
technical manager for the South East, has 
looked at what we are actually asking of  
our hens and what that means in terms of  
nutrition.The results may surprise you.

The above is only half  the story on eggs. Current markets have 
met a preference for large eggs, which the Lohmann Brown Classic 
can produce, but what is the cycle of  egg size and what can we 
expect varying stages of  her life?

With the above statistics you can see that the Lohmann layer is 
already pre-set to produce and sustain a large egg. These figures can 
be manipulated slightly with the use of  lighting in rear, stimulation 
body weights and nutrition but you have to look at the ‘long game’ 
in today’s market with the requirement to have flocks go longer for 
a better return on investment for the producer and to sustain our 
current demand for large egg.

Whether the desire is for small / medium or large eggs the story 
is the same. The potential outputs of  the Lohmann layer indicate 
the efficiency contained within the bird to use the nutritional intake 
to sustain output. When you bring them into context with a human 
we can all agree that the modern day layer is a highly efficient and 
effective producer.

Lohmann continues to develop the Classic in the traits that we all 
wish to see ensuring that we have bird that can meet the demands 
of  the market today and tomorrow.
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OVER 52 WEEKS
PRODUCES

318 eggs
OR

21kg egg

70kg (11st)

5kg
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14.5 x

51kg 8st

PRODUCING AN

8 lb baby
EVERY

6 weeks!
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EGG WEIGHT AND SIZE PROFILE FOR THE LOHMANN CLASSIC ON A STANDARD STIMULATION WEIGHT OF 1450-1500G

35-36 wks of age

PRODUCES AN AVERAGE EGG WEIGHT OF 63G

39 weeks of age the egg profile shifts  
in favour of the large egg

1% SMALL / 46% MEDIUM / 52% LARGE / 1% XL

This continues:

72 WEEKS

0.1% SMALL / 17% MED / 71% LARGE / 12% XL

72 weeks of age the cumulative egg profile will have 
provided the producer with:

5.7% SMALL / 38.9% MED / 51.2% LARGE / 4.2% XL

80 weeks of age the cumulative egg profile will have 
provided the producer with:

5.1% SMALL / 36.1% MED / 53.4% LARGE / 5.4% XL

Figure 1 – If we were hens: Modern layer vs a human male Figure 2 – Modern Layer vs a human female
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